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The contact electrification between liquid and solid has attracted widespread attention in the fields of

energy, physics and chemistry, but its basic mechanism still remains unclear, especially for charge

transfer at a liquid–solid interface. Here, the droplet triboelectric nanogenerator (droplet-TENG) was

used as a probe to measure the charge transfer at different sliding speeds of a moving droplet. By

varying the sliding speed and concentration of the moving droplet, the transferred charges generated at

a liquid–solid interface are found to be highly dependant on the sliding velocity of the droplet on the

hydrophobic surface: the faster sliding speed leads to more transferred charges. However, such effect is

not obvious when the droplet has higher concentration, which provides direct evidence of a “two-step”

model for the formation of the electric double-layer (EDL): where electron transfer occurs when the

liquid droplet contacts a hydrophobic surface for the very first time, and then ion adsorption follows. The

process of surface charge transfer is probed by droplet-TENG. This work is significant for better

understanding of the charge transfer at a liquid–solid interface, and devises a method to maximize

tribocharging in droplet-TENG, describing a concept potentially suitable for velocity sensing applications

based on the self-powered droplet-TENG.
Introduction

The contact and separation of two materials generates electrical
charge, termed contact electrication,1–3 and is a well-known
subject occurring in everyday life. Recent studies show that
contact electrication occurs not only at a solid–solid
interface,4–6 but also at liquid–solid7,8 and liquid–liquid inter-
faces.9,10 Although applications based on contact electrication
in energy,11–13 physics14 and surface chemistry,15–18 such as
triboelectric nanogenerators, have been widely studied, the
exact mechanism of the triboelectric effect is still controversial
and unclear.19,20 How the charges are transferred between the
two contacting materials, whether this involves electrons21–24 or
adsorbed ions,25 is still debated, especially for liquid–solid
cases.
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Most studies involving contact electrication at liquid–solid
interfaces, have been for harvesting water energy26–30 and
improving the output performance of a triboelectric nano-
generator (TENG)28,31,32 by modication of the electronic prop-
erties of the contacting materials.33–35 However, contact
electrication involves not only the electronic properties of the
contacting materials,36,37 but also the state of motion of the
droplet.38,39 Notably, physical properties such as the velocity of
the moving droplet is rarely accounted for when trying to
maximize (or minimize) the electrication of liquid–solid
contacts. In recent work, we have developed a simple self-
powered droplet-TENG with spatially arranged metallic elec-
trodes as a probe for measuring the charge transfer between
liquid and solid surfaces at different positions.40 It is revealed
that the transferred charges are not the same at different posi-
tions of the tribocharged solid surface. However, the detailed
explanation still needs to be explored and there is no doubt that
the charge transfer at different positions is related to the state of
motion of the droplet, such as sliding speed, but its mechanism
is still not clear.

In this work, we have used a simple droplet-TENG as a probe
for quantifying the transferred charge when the water droplet
moves on a hydrophobic uorinated ethylene propylene (FEP)
surface. By varying the sliding speed and concentration of the
droplet, we have studied quantitatively the relationship between
the sliding speed of the moving droplet and transferred charge
at the liquid–solid interface. Our study reveals that the
J. Mater. Chem. A
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transferred charge generated at a liquid–solid interface is highly
dependant on the velocity of the droplet, but this effect is
reduced when the droplet has higher concentration. Moreover,
we have also investigated the velocity effect on the charge
saturation phenomenon. A two-step model of electron and ion
transfer is proposed, where the ions adsorbed shield the net
surface on the solid surface. This study may provide a new
strategy for velocity sensor development.
Results and discussion

Fig. 1a shows the experimental setup, where the droplet-TENG
is inserted at an angle using a xed holder. Each droplet
(60 mL) is released from a grounded stainless-steel syringe
(3.5 mm diameter) by a syringe pump in a vertical drop at a xed
Fig. 1 Experimental setup. (a) Experimental schematic of the droplet-T
speeds, charge transfer occurs between the liquid and the solid, and the c
water on the FEP film. (c) Droplet-TENG structure: the bottom layer is a
electrostatic induction, and the top layer is a FEP film used to generate c
curves at relatively slow and fast sliding speeds when a water droplet
electrode. jc and js refer to the induced currents, whileQc andQs refer to t
respectively.

J. Mater. Chem. A
angle (60°) at a certain height above the surface. The water
contact angle of the FEP lm is 103° as shown in Fig. 1b, and
exhibits a certain degree of hydrophobicity, thus, the liquid
droplets are easier to slide. As shown in Fig. 1c, the droplet-
TENG used in the experiments consists of three layers. The
top layer is the FEP lm generating contact electrication with
the droplet, the middle layer is the copper electrode used for
electrostatic induction, and the bottom layer is the PMMA plate
for support. When the droplet slides through the FEP surface,
the copper electrode under the FEP lm, which is connected to
the grounded electrometer, measures the induced current ob-
tained by the interaction between the droplet and the FEP lm.
The peak currents and charges generated when the droplets are
in contact with and separated from, the FEP lm are expressed
as jc, js and qc, qs, respectively. As shown in Fig. 1d, when the
ENG: when a drop of liquid slides down the FEP surface at different
urrent signal is measured by an electrometer. (b) Contact angle of static
PMMA plate for support, the copper electrode in the middle is used for
ontact electrification with the droplet. (d and e) Typical current output
falls to contact with and separate from, the FEP film on the copper
he induced charges during the contact or separation of the water drop,

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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rst water droplet ows through the FEP lm at a slow sliding
rate, the induced current jc and js can be measured as −39 nA
and 16 nA, respectively. Aer integrating the current peak, the
corresponding transferred charges qc and qs can be calculated
as −0.71 nC and 0.53 nC, respectively. Similarly, we can obtain
both induced currents (−66 nA and 15.9 nA) and transferred
charges (0.9 nC and 0.55 nC) with the fast-sliding rate (Fig. 1e).
The difference between qc and qs (kqcj − jqsk) indicates the
transferred charges Q at two different speeds, which are 0.18 nC
and 0.35 nC, respectively.

In order to better understand the role of sliding speed of the
droplet on the charge transfer at a liquid–solid interface, we
tried to vary the initial velocity, as well as the speed past the
copper electrode. First, we tried to change the initial velocity by
Fig. 2 Electricity generation performance of liquid droplets sliding at diff
and the induced current measured for water droplets falling at different
different sliding positions and the corresponding time. The time here
showing the motion of a water droplet sliding over the FEP film. The dro

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
varying the drop height of the water droplet. Our data in Fig. 2a
show that the amount of transferred chargeQ, is proportional to
the drop height when the droplet is dropped from different
heights of 8 mm, 15 mm, 20 mm, 25 mm, and 30 mm. The
current is also related to the drop height, as shown in Fig. 2b
and S1.† Fig. S2† demonstrates the relationship between sliding
velocity and drop height. The average velocity is obtained by
a high-speed camera in Fig. S3,† and it can be observed that the
sliding velocity increases with the increase of the drop height,
showing that varying the drop height of the water droplet is an
effective way to change the sliding speed of the droplet. We also
investigated the effect of sliding velocity on the process of
charge transfer at different sliding positions. As we all known,
the process of the droplet sliding down the surface is an
erent speeds on FEP films. (a and b) The transfer chargeQ = kqcj − jqsk
drop heights. (c and d) The amount of transferred charge obtained at
is for the droplet to slide across the copper electrode. (e) Snapshots
plet height here was set at 8 mm.

J. Mater. Chem. A
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acceleratingmovement. Thus, the velocity should be different at
different sliding positions. Our data in Fig. 2c quantify the
transferred charges by contact charging between the FEP lm
and the water droplet at the sliding distance of 2, 4, 6, 8 and
10 cm. Note that the sliding distance refers to the distance
between the droplet’s falling position and the copper electrode.
The transferred charges scale in proportion to the sliding
distance as shown in Fig. 2c, and the transferred charge
increases with the increasing sliding distance. Also, Fig. 2d
shows that the detection time (the time for the droplet to slide
across the copper electrode), is decreased when the sliding
distance is increased, which proves the movement of the water
droplet on the FEP surface is denitely an accelerating move-
ment. The photographs captured by the high-speed camera can
also support this, as shown in Fig. 2e. And we found the velocity
effects also exist on water–PTFE contacts (Fig. S4†), not only
limited to FEP. The above results all prove the transferred
charges generated at a liquid–solid interface are highly depen-
dant on the velocity of the droplet on the hydrophobic surface:
the faster the sliding speed, the higher the transferred charge.

The inuence of the sliding velocity on the charge saturation
process was also studied. The different sliding speeds in the
charge saturation experiments were achieved by changing the
drop height. The results in Fig. 3a–c show that the unsaturated
blue region lasted 84 s at a drop height of 8 mm, 146 s at a drop
height of 15 mm, and 1114 s when the drop height was 30 mm,
which means the charge saturation rate decreases with the
increase of sliding speed of the water droplet. In the investiga-
tion of the voltage saturation rate (Fig. 3d–f), the same trend was
observed. The slopes of the saturation curves for charge and
voltage at different sliding speeds are shown in Fig. S5.†
However, although the charge/voltage saturation rates at
Fig. 3 The influence of the sliding velocity on the charge saturation proce
a height of 8, 15 and 30 mm. The blue area on the left shows the unsatur
dynamic saturation state. (d–f) The voltage from unsaturated to dynami

J. Mater. Chem. A
different sliding speeds are different, the amount of nal
saturation charge/voltage are almost the same, which are
reached at approximately −155 nC and 160 V. This reveals that
the sliding velocity only inuences the charge/voltage satura-
tion rate, but not the amount of nal saturation charge/voltage.

To further verify the velocity effect, droplets with various
concentrations of ions are also tested in experiments. As seen in
Fig. 4a, the water droplet (here 0 mol L−1 NaCl, drop from
a height of 8 mm) generated the highest transferred charge
(0.21 nC in Fig. 4a), while the amount of transferred charge
gradually decrease (from 0.21 nC to 0.07 nC) when the
concentration of NaCl increases from 0 to 1 mol L−1. This is
consistent with our previous work40 and the reason is attributed
to the adsorbed ions on the FEP surface shielding the net
surface measured. When the NaCl droplet with lower concen-
tration is separated from the FEP surface, only a small amount
of Na+ is le on the FEP surface and thus the higher net charges
are detected. However, when the NaCl droplet with higher
concentration is sliding through the FEP surface, more Na+ is
adsorbed on the FEP surface, leading to a higher shielding
effect and thus the lower net charges measured. We also per-
formed this experiment at different sliding speeds when the
concentration of NaCl is 0.01 mol L−1 as shown in Fig. 4b, and
a similar trend was observed: the maximum charge transfer is
obtained when the drop height is 30 mm, which is the fastest
sliding speed compared with the drop heights of 8 mm and 15
mm. This shows that the effect of velocity on the transferred
charge is not limited to water, but also to solutions with
abundant ions. In Fig. 4c, the relationship between the ion
concentrations, transferred charges, and different sliding
speeds is further investigated. Meanwhile, the slope of the tted
line can be obtained in Fig. S6.† Although the amount of the
ss. (a–c) The transferred charges are recorded when the droplet falls at
ated region, and the purple color on the right shows the charge in the
c saturation curves at three different drop heights.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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Fig. 4 Contact electrification between NaCl droplets and the FEP film. (a) Transferred charges measured at different concentrations of NaCl
solution sliding on the FEP film. (b) The amount of transferred charges at different drop heights when the concentration of NaCl is 0.01 mol L−1.
(c) The effect of two parameters – NaCl concentration and drop height – on the transferred charges.
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transferred charge all decrease when the concentration of NaCl
increases at different sliding speeds, the velocity effect is
reduced when the droplet has higher concentration, for
example, 1 mol L−1 NaCl solution. From Fig. 4c, as the velocity
increases, the amount of transferred charge remains almost
constant when the concentration of NaCl is as high as
1 mol L−1. In other words, when the ion concentration reaches
a certain level, the effect of sliding velocity on the transferred
charges is negligible. This can also be explained by the adsorbed
ions on the FEP surface which shield the transferred charges
measured. When a droplet with high ion concentration slides
over the FEP surface, a large number of ions remain on the FEP
surface.22 In this case, the change in ion residues is almost the
same at different sliding speeds and thus similar transferred
charge is detected.

When the liquid droplet contacts the FEP surface, electrons
will transfer rst from the water to FEP and this process is very
Fig. 5 Schematic illustration of the working principle of the droplet-TENG
a slow (a) or fast (b) sliding rate. When the droplet is moving slow on the
shielding effect and the reduction of the net charge measured by the elec
opposite.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
fast, leading to the negatively charged FEP surface. And in the
second step due to electrostatic interactions, opposite free ions
in the liquid are attracted to the charged FEP surface.21,41 Aer
the droplet separated from the FEP surface, the adsorbed ions
le on the FEP surface will shield the transferred charges
measured. In this way, the longer the contact time between the
droplet and FEP, the more ions have chance to adsorb on the
FEP, and thus the stronger shielding effect should be observed.
In our experiments, when the droplet is moving slowly on the
FEP surface, more Na+ has chance to adsorb on the FEP surface,
leading to a strong shielding effect and the reduction of the net
charges measured by the electrometer (Fig. 5a). In contrast, fast
droplet sliding leads to less cations adsorbing on the FEP
surface and higher net charges detected (Fig. 5b). For saturation
phenomenon, the fast sliding of the water droplet results in
a slower accumulation of ions adsorbed on the FEP surface,
thus affecting the charge saturation rate.
for sensing sliding speed. The liquid droplet moves on a FEP surface at
FEP surface, more Na+ adsorbs on the FEP surface, leading to a strong
trometer. However, when the speed is fast, the story is completely the

J. Mater. Chem. A
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Conclusions

In this study, a droplet-TENG with a copper electrode as a probe
was used to explore the effect of droplet sliding velocity on
charge transfer. By varying both the drop height and the elec-
trode position, it is veried that the sliding velocity is propor-
tional to the transferred charges measured at the liquid–solid
interface: the faster sliding speed leads to higher transferred
charges measured. However, such effect is no longer obvious
when the droplet has higher concentration. The inuence of the
sliding velocity on the charge saturation process is also studied
and reveals that the sliding velocity only inuences the charge
saturation rate, but not the amount of nal saturation charge. A
mechanism based on the ions adsorbed and shielding effect is
proposed. The relationship between the sliding rate and
concentration of inorganic solution, with the transferred charge
upon contact electrication, were studied in detail, which
further supports this mechanism. Moreover, these results
conrm the existence of Wang’s hybrid layer, which is where
electrons transfer rst and then the ions are adsorbed. This
work expands our understanding of contact electrication at
the liquid–solid interface and devises a physical method to
maximize contact charging at a liquid–solid interface, as well as
outlining a new concept suitable for the velocity sensing based
on the probe, droplet-TENG.
Experimental section
Materials

The FEP lm (thickness = 30 mm) was bought from DAIKIN
(Japan). The lms are cut to a rectangle of size 75 × 135 mm2,
and used as the contact with the liquid droplet. Deionized water
with a conductivity of 18 MU cm:1 which can exclude ionic
interference was used to prepare solutions and for substrate
cleaning. NaCl was purchased from Aladdin, and the salt solu-
tion was prepared with deionized water to a concentration of
1 mol L−1 and then diluted to different concentrations for the
experiments. It is worth noting that all lm samples were rst
washed with deionized water, then sprayed with alcohol to
evaporate naturally on the surface, and nally dried on an
electrostatic blower for three minutes. The purpose is to remove
the excess charge from the sample surface before use.
Fabrication of droplet-TENG

The copper lm (thickness 30 mm) is cut to a width of only 2 mm
for the copper electrode. Smooth and clean PMMA plates (80 ×

150 × 3 mm3) with 1 cm length reference lines engraved on
both sides were used as the backboards. A thin line 0.5mmwide
was engraved on the PMMA plate tip as the starting point for
droplet contact, which ensured that the droplet remained in the
same position as the droplet-TENG contact each time. The
copper electrode was rst attached to the PMMA plate, and then
the lm was carefully attached to both. Note that the attached
lm should cover all areas of the copper lm to avoid chemical
corrosion and electrical interference. The water droplet can be
treated as a resistor (Rd). When the water droplet contacts the
J. Mater. Chem. A
FEP surface, the EDL is formed between the droplet and FEP
surface, which can be treated as a capacitor (C2). The FEP
surface and bottom Cu electrode can be seen as C1. At this time,
the S is in a “switched-on” state and stored charges in C2 are
instantly released, meanwhile, the C1 in the loop are charged
(see Fig. S7†).
Electrical measurement

The droplet-TENG was placed on a support that can provide
a xed incline angle (60°). The entire device was located inside
a grounded Faraday cage to avoid interference from external
environmental signals. Droplets were dripped by a syringe
pump (PHD ULTRA Series, Harvard Apparatus) placed vertically
and grounded above the Faraday cage. The copper electrode
attached on the PMMA plate was connected to the Keithley 6514
electrometer. The electrometer was attached to a Labview
program on a computer to show the induced currents when
a droplet slides through the copper electrode. It is important to
note that the syringe pump injected at a uniform rate of 1 mL
per minute, providing a volume of 60 mL per droplet. The
ambient humidity wasmaintained at about 35% throughout the
experiment.
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